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TRANSCENDENTAL EXTENSIONS OF FIELD TOPOLOGIES

ON COUNTABLE FIELDS

KLAUS-PETER   PODEWSKI

Abstract. Let 9" be a field topology on a countable field K and

let K(x) be a simple transcendental extension of K. Then there exists

a field topology ST' for K(x) such that 3~'\ K=F.

Let K be a countable field and let 91 be a fundamental system of neighbor-

hoods at zero. We identify K with the field of constant functions on K and

K(x) with the field R(K) of rational functions over K. If D is a non-

principal filter on K, then we define for each U e 51, UD to be the set of all

feR(K) with {r\f(r)eU}eD and 51° to be the set {UD\U 6 31}.
'iiD]K=%, and %D is a filter base. But %D is not necessarily a funda-

mental system of neighborhoods at zero of a field topology on R(K).

1. Definition. A filter D on K is called íí-generic, if for each U e 'H

and for each/e R(K) there is a Ve% such that {r|/(r)Kc £/} e D.

2. Theorem. If D is a %-generic filter on K, then %D is a fundamental

system on R(K) such that 1lD]K=yi.

Proof. To see that ST*3 defines a group topology on R(K), let UD e %D

be given. Since 5Í is a fundamental system there is a F such that V— Fe U.

Suppose fige VD.   Then   {r\f(r) e V} e D   and   {r\g(r) eV}eD.  By

{r\m-g(r) e U}=>{r\f(r) e V}n{r\g(r) e V)

we have that f-g e UD. Thus VD-VD^ UD.

By a similar argument, it can be seen that inversion and multiplication

at zero are continuous. So it remains to show that multiplication is con-

tinuous everywhere. Let/e7?(ÄT) and UD e?ID be given. Since D is

3f-generic there is a F such that {r\f(r) ■ V<=- U} e D. Suppose g e VD.

Then   {r\g(r) eV}e D.

ír\g(r) "/(O e U}^{r\f(r) ■ V^ U}K{r\g(r) e V}

and   therefore f-geUD.   Thus,   multiplication   is   continuous   every-

where.    D
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Under certain conditions one can show that there exists a 3t-generic

filter on K.

3. Theorem. If % is a countable fundamental system, then there is a

%-generic filter D on K.

Proof. If {0} g 91, then take D to be the cofinite subsets of A'. Other-

wise let (f„)nea> be a well ordering of R(K), (Um)meut a well ordering of 31,

and ((«a, mA)aim a well ordering of ojXoj. By induction over a. we

choose nonempty open sets 0X as follows:

Let 0,,=^. Assume that 0a has been chosen. Then there is a rxeOx and

a Vx g91, such that/„a(rj is defined and (fnftA+VAV^ Um . Because

/„ is continuous at ra, there exists a FaG3I such that/, (ra+V'a)<=-

fnJfa)+Vif Define 0a+1 to be 0xn(rx+Vx). Thus 0a has been chosen for

every a g ft?. By a straightforward argument, it can be seen that {O^oc G ft?}

is a base of a îl-generic filter.    D

Thus we have shown that every field topology with countable basis on

K, can be extended to a field topology on K(x). Moreover, if the topology

on K is locally bounded, then the topology on K(x) is locally bounded. To

prove that every field topology on K can be extended to a field topology

on K(x) we need the following Lemma:

4. Lemma. If 3t is a fundamental system on K and U g $1, then there is a

countable fundamental system 3í'<=3í_/br afield topology with U e 3Í'.

Proof. Let <f>K denote the set of functions <pd, q>c, <pb, and <pa, a g K,

defined by q>a{V)=V¡(\-V), <pc(V)=V- V, cpb(V)=V-V and <pa(V) =
aV, for every subset V of K, I $ V. Let (<pn)nem be a well ordering of <f>K

and ((nx, wj)aau a well ordering of ft? x w such that a^wa.

By induction over a we choose sets Uxe%. Let U0=U. Assume that

U0, • • • , Ua have been chosen from 3Í. Because 3Í is a fundamental system,

there is a Ve 31 such that tpn(\V)^ Umx and Kc (Ja. Let Ua+1 be such a V.

Thus Ua is well defined for a. e to. It is straightforward to see that

{i/a|aGo?} is a fundamental system, which contains U and is a subset

of«.

5. Theorem. If ¿7~ is afield topology on K, then there is afield topology

9"' on K{x) such that F'\K=ST.

Proof. Let 91 be a fundamental system of neighborhoods at zero of &~.

By Lemma 4 there is a set {H^U e 31} of countable fundamental systems

such that (J {31 r/11/ g3Í}=3Í. From Theorem 3, we see that for each

[7g31 there is an St^-generic filter Dv. By Theorem 2 we have that 31^

is a fundamental system on K(x) such that <H^"'\K='ííu. Hence,

U {^r/1""!^ g 31} is a subbase for a fundamental system 31* on K(x) such
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that 2C*"1Jv=9í. If we take ¡T* to be the field topology defined by %*, then

¡T' has the desired properties.
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